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Abstract
Standard maintaining refers to any activity designed to ensure that it is no easier (or harder)
to achieve a given grade or above in one year than in another. Various ways of using
comparative judgement (CJ) to inform standard maintaining have been suggested in the
past (see, for example, Curcin et al, 2019). This paper describes and evaluates a new
method (simplified pairs) of using CJ in this context. The method is simple to implement as it
does not require the estimation of script quality measures using a Bradley-Terry model and
is described in more detail by Benton et al (2020).
A simplified pairs study works by asking expert judges (e.g. examiners) to compare pairs of
examination scripts from two different test versions and decide which script represents the
better performance in the subject being assessed. Data of this type is collected across a
large number of pairs with varying mark differences between the scripts being compared.
Rather than relying upon measures of script quality from a Bradley-Terry model to provide
an anchor between marks on different tests versions, simplified pairs uses logistic
regression to directly model the relationship between the marks awarded to each script and
the decisions judges make about which is superior. The results of this model can be used to
estimate the relative difficulty of the two tests. More specifically, the results allow us to
identify pairs of marks where the probability of a script from either test version being
selected as superior is exactly 50 per cent – that is, pairs of marks representing equivalent
performance on each test version.
Since simplified pairs does not require us to estimate measure of script quality, each script
need only be included in a single pairwise comparison meaning that we can improve
efficiency by including greater numbers of exam scripts in any given study.
The method of simplified pairs was evaluated in three experiments designed to test its
accuracy in three examination subjects (English Literature, Mathematics and Science). In
each experiment, the CJ approach to estimating the relative difficulty of two tests was
compared to statistical equating based upon common students. Furthermore, in order to
make the simplified pairs task challenging, the different test versions within each subject
were deliberately chosen to represent substantially different levels of difficulty.
For the experiment based upon English Literature, the mapping of scores on one test
version to equivalent values on the other using simplified pairs was extremely similar to that
identified using statistical equating. For the Mathematics experiment, the two sets of results
were also close although there were some small but statistically significant differences at
certain points. Nonetheless, the results were close enough to indicate that simplified pairs
may provide a useful source of evidence. The results from the experiment based on the
science exams were somewhat different. Not only did the results from simplified pairs
diverge from statistical equating, but expert judges did not even correctly identify which of
the two examinations was more difficult. A possible explanation for this is that the difference
in content between the two science tests was rather greater than was the case for either of
the other experiments. Regardless of the explanation, these results demonstrate the need
for further experimental work before we can be confident about the use of CJ in standard
maintaining in all subjects.
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